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Abstract- Passwords provide security mechanism for 

protection services against unwanted access to 

resources. A graphical based password is one promising 

alternatives of textual passwords. According to human 

psychology, humans are able to remember pictures 

easily. In existing, a new hybrid graphical password 

based system, which is a combination of recognition and 

recall based techniques that offers many advantages. In 

proposed system is new graphical passwords based 

hybrid system which is a combination of recognition 

and recall based techniques and consists of two phases. 

During the first phase called Registration phase, the 

user has to first select his username and a textual 

password. Then objects are shown to the user to select 

from them as his graphical password. After selecting 

the user has to draw those selected objects on a touch 

sensitive screen using styles. During the second phase 

called Authentication phase, the user has to give his 

username and textual password and then give his 

graphical password by drawing it in the same way as 

done during the registration phase. 

 

Index Terms- Password, Registration phase, Human 

resource 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

One of the major functions of any security system is 

the control of people in or out of protected areas, 

such as physical buildings, information systems, and 

our national borders. Computer systems and the 

information they store and process are valuable 

resources which need to be protected. Computer 

security systems must also consider the human 

factors such as ease of a use and accessibility. 

Current secure systems suffer because they mostly 

ignore the importance of human factors in security. 

An ideal security system considers security, 

reliability, usability, and human factors. All current 

security systems have flaws which make them 

specific for well trained and skilled users only. A 

password is a secret that is shared by the verifier and 

the customer. Passwords are simply secrets that are 

provided by the user upon request by a recipient.” 

They are often stored on a server in an encrypted 

form so that a penetration of the file system does not 

reveal password lists. Passwords are the most 

common means of authentication because they do not 

require any special hardware. Typically passwords 

are strings of letters and digits, i.e. they are 

alphanumeric. Graphical passwords (GP) use pictures 

instead of textual passwords and are partially 

motivated by the fact that humans can remember 

pictures more easily than a string of characters. The 

idea of graphical passwords was  originally described 

by Greg Blonder in 1996. An important advantage of 

GP is that they are easier to remember than textual 

passwords. Human beings have the ability to 

remember faces of people, places they visit and 

things they have seen for a longer duration. Thus, 

graphical passwords provide a means for making 

more user friendly passwords while increasing the 

level of security. Besides these advantages, the most 

common problem with graphical passwords is the 

shoulder surfing problem: an onlooker can steal 

user’s graphical password by watching in the user’s 

vicinity.  In proposed system is new graphical 

passwords based hybrid system which is a 

combination of recognition and recall based 

techniques and consists of two phases. During the 

first phase called Registration phase, the user has to 

first select his username and a textual password. Then 

objects are shown to the user to select from them as 

his graphical password. After selecting the user has to 

draw those selected objects on a touch sensitive 

screen using a stylus. During the second phase called 

Authentication phase, the user has to give his 

username and textual password and then give his 

graphical password by drawing it in the same way as 

done during the registration phase. 
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II. RELATED WORK 

 

 In 2002, Sobrado and Birget planned 3 capture 

attacks resistant graphical password methods, the 

Movable Frame method, the Intersection section 

method, and therefore the Triangle method. within 

the Triangle method, the user should notice 3 of the 

pass-icons designated at the registration time and 

click on within the invisible triangle developed by 

those 3 pass-icons to complete a challenge. within the 

Movable Frame method, the user should search the 3 

displayed pass-objects, then move the frame till the 

pass-icons on the frame lines up with the opposite 2 

pass-icons within the given fame. The Intersection 

method uses the intersection of the invisible lines 

shaped by four displayed pass-icons. The user should 

click close to the intersection of the 2 invis ible lines 

within the convexo-convex quadrilateral shaped by 

those four pass-icons. In 2005, Sobrado associated 

Birget projected the convex Hull Click scheme 

(CHC) as an improved version of the Triangle 

method with high security and value. Since then, 

several capture attacks resistant graphical Arcanum 

method with totally different degrees of resistance to 

capture attacks are projected, and every has its execs 

and cons. As most current users area unit additional 

acquainted with matter passwords than graphical 

passwords, Zhao  in 2007 projected a capture attacks 

resistant textual graphical password method, S3PAS, 

during which the user has got to notice his matter 

password then follow a special rule to combine his 

matter password to urge a session password to login 

the system. However, the login method of Zhao.’s 

method is advanced and difficult. In 2011, Sreelatha . 

projected a capture attacks resistant graphical 

password method depend on text, the Pair-Based 

method. However, its resistance to accidental login is 

deficient and its resistance to capture attacks is 

unsatisfactory . within the same year, Kim et al. 

planned a capture attacks resistant graphical 

password method depend on textual password, 

associated utilized an analysis technique for 

accidental login resistance and capture attacks 

resistance to investigate the security of their method. 

sadly, its resistance to accidental sign in is deficient 

and its resistance to capture attacks is unsatisfactory . 

In 2011, Imran. additionally projected a capture 

attacks resistant text-based graphical password 

scheme, the Advance Secure Sign in method, within 

which the user needs to consecutive notice every 

pass-character of his textual password so respond the 

corresponding range higher than it to sign in the 

system. However, the resistance of the Advance 

Secure Login method to accidental login is deficient 

and therefore the resistance of the Advance Secure 

Login theme to capture attacks is unsatisfactory. In 

2012,Rao. projected a capture attacks resistant text-

based graphical password method. To login the 

system, the user needs to combine his matter 

password to provide many pass -pairs, so follow four 

library rules to urge his session password on the sign 

in screen. However, the login method of PPC is 

simply too satisfied and tedious. supported squares 

rather than triangles. However, 3LAS continues to be 

too complicated to use and its resistance to accidental 

sign in is weak. 

 

III. CLASSIFICATION OF GRAPHICAL    

PASSWORD  BASEDSYSTEM 

 

Graphical based passwords schemes can be broadly 

classified into four main categories: First is 

Recognition based Systems which are also known as 

Congo metric Systems or Search metric Systems. 

Recognition based techniques involve identifying 

whether one has seen an image before. The user must 

only be able to recognize previously seen images, not 

generate them unaided from memory. Second is Pure 

Recall based systems which are also known as drawn 

metric Systems. In pure recall based methods the user 

has to reproduce something that he or she created or 

selected earlier during the registration stage. Third is 

Cued Recall based systems which are also called Icon 

metric Systems. In cued recall-based methods, a user 

is provided with a hint so that he or she can recall his 

his/her password. Fourth is Hybrid systems which are 

typically the combination of two or more schemes. 

Like recognition and recall based or textual with 

graphical password schemes. 

 

IV. LITERATURE REVIEW 

  

Here we are mentioning the literature review the 

works which have already done in the field of image 

password-  

guides users in selecting more random click-based 

graphical passwords. A key feature in PCCP is that 
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creating a secure password is the ―path-of-least-

resistance‖, making it likely to be more effective than 

schemes where behaving securely adds an extra  

 
In this technique we are creating a password in 

particular hotpot area of an image, where we are 

selecting a particular portion to create a password, 

whereas in CCP we are going to create a password in 

whole image which give us less success rate in order 

to get into login process. Still the problem into this 

scheme was to get good success rate while login into 

the system but effective in case of attack than textual 

password, so further enhancement moving to another 

graphical scheme.  

images and selecting or more as a password, which is 

easy to remember and giving a good success rate than 

Previous demonstrated . 

                        

V.  CONCLUSION 

 

In this system, there is a growing interest in using 

pictures as passwords rather than text passwords but 

very little research has been done on graphical based 

passwords so far. In view of the above, we have 

proposed authentication system which is based on 

graphical password schemes. Although our system 

aims to reduce the problems with existing graphical 

based password schemes but it has also some 

limitations and issues like all the other graphical 

based password techniques. To conclude, we need 

our authentication systems to be more secure, reliable 

and robust as there is always a place for 

improvement. Currently we are working on the 

System Implementation and Evaluation. 
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